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Abstract: This work focuses on the performance study of the PowerCollector™, a concentrated
photovoltaic thermal system with a custom-made geometry and a photovoltaic cell cooling technology.
To do so, a model that portrays the behavior of this concentrating solar system was developed.
In order to validate all the information obtained with its simulation, measurements were taken from
an experimental setup and were compared to the respective results predicted by this exact same model.
It should be noted that all these procedures were based on the fluid for which the PowerCollector™
has been designed (water). Hence, the efficiency enhancement using nanofluids was also considered,
as data from some studies addressing this issue were analyzed. Alongside all of this, the corrosion
and erosion effects on the pipes incorporated in this system and originated by all the fluids mentioned
throughout this investigation were also evaluated. In summary, with this entire study, it could be
concluded that nanofluids may represent an appropriate alternative to water, as long as they are
chosen according to all particularities of each case.
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1. Introduction

The production of electricity through solar energy is a well-known process. The first product
capable of transforming solar radiation into electricity, using the photoelectric effect, was discovered by
Edmond Becquerel in 1877 with a conversion efficiency of 0.5%. Since then, solar cell technology had
changed and nowadays the available solar panels in the market have an efficiency of around 22.5%,
with some companies, such as Panasonic, proclaiming to have reached such levels [1].

Research dates further back when regarding the use of the energy that arrives from the Sun as
a source to produce heat. This began with the Swiss scientist Horace Saussure in 1767 [2]. He performed
an experiment in which to heat water he put the liquid inside a black painted box and then the box in
another case made of glass and thermally shielded it. With this method, the water reached a temperature
of 109 ◦C. In 1908, William Bailey [3] presented a patent for a water heater that is quite similar to the
solar collectors produced nowadays. For the first time, with this discovery, it was possible to separate
the energy storage from the heating part of the system. The separation of the system in two parts
reduced heat loss during the night [4]. Modern solar collectors can reach levels of efficiency between
70 and 90%.

Due to the continuous development of solar technology, the use of the solar panel to produce only
electricity was beaten. It was announced that a new form of generation in which the heat generation
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was added to the electricity production, thus creating hybrid panels, which are both photovoltaic and
thermal (PVT).

Unifying the thermal and the electric sides, the hybrid panels have to reach a compromise between
the two technologies. It is quite impossible to maximize these two aspects at the same time and
a different way to use energy from the Sun had to be found. With the adoption of this technology, it is
possible to obtain an improvement of the photovoltaic cell’s efficiency of about 50%. The possibilities
unlocked by PVT technology are underlined from achievements such as reaching 44.5% efficiency,
using the new PV panels containing gallium antimonide (GaSb) [5].

The concentrated photovoltaic-thermal (C-PVT) panel has three different possible configurations:
the first one, a low concentration PVT (LCPVT), which has a concentration factor between 2 and 100 suns.
The second configuration, a medium concentration PV, with a configuration that supports between 100
and 300 suns. The last configuration is a high solar concentration system with a concentration factor
higher than 1000 suns (HCPVT) [6]. A Swedish renewable-energy company, SOLARUS, developed the
PowerCollector™, a concentrated photovoltaic and thermal (CPVT) system [7].

This CPVT system offers two main technologies that impact its design: An Active Cell Cooling™
(ACC™) technology and a custom-made geometry called MaReCo™, which stands for a Maximum
Reflector Collector™. The unique and patented Solarus PowerCollector™ has the highest yield ever
measured. Slowly but certainly the market is discovering that this third generation solar is indeed
the most efficient way to get energy from the sun, as was already stated by the International Energy
Agency years ago. SOLARUS is at the moment the only company in the world, able to produce this
technology on a mass scale. The potential for this innovative technology is beginning to show and grow,
and since it perfectly meets the needs of hotels, one can benefit from it in other sectors. This makes the
Solarus Power Collector the absolute highest performing solar collector on the planet generating three
times more energy from a surface than conventional PV-panels. The peak performance of one Power
Collector is 1.350 WpThermal and 275 Wp-Electrical.

The latter, whose accurate classification for its shape is asymmetrical parabolic, is responsible for
sunlight concentration on the two-lower photovoltaic modules, whereas the former focuses on the heat
extraction from the solar cells [8].

This cooling feature involves the use of a heat-transfer fluid (HTF), which in turn plays a significant
role in the thermal energy generation as well as in the electrical efficiency of the PowerCollector™ [9–11].
The selection of different fluids as a cooling material is, therefore, expected to impose a relevant impact
on the CPVT system efficiency, a subject matter worthy of a detailed analysis throughout this paper.

The main focuses of this research are to reduce the adverse effects in the collector, optimizing the
temperature distribution, and trying to develop a study method that could be used to investigate the
different problems; such as those caused by the shadings and uneven distribution of the temperature.
The electric circuit configuration analysis will surely contribute to more convenient distributions of the
electric and thermal energies in the collector. These two aspects, electric and thermal, are undoubtedly
interrelated. The bi-directional electric-thermal interactions will be important and will certainly lead to
complex questions and problems due to the non-linearity involved.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presented in a brief way the CPVT system configuration
developed by SOLARUS and the problem under study. Section 2 addresses the methods and models
used. Section 3 evaluates the experimental results obtained using all the concepts mentioned in the
previous section and it also validates the developed model. Section 4, on the other hand, introduces
and explains some novelties that might be beneficial to the CPVT system efficiency, namely what
concerns heat-transfer fluid. In Section 5, conclusions are made.

2. The PowerCollector™Model

As stated in the previous section of this paper, the SOLARUS PowerCollector™ is composed of
several elements with a well-defined purpose and a clear effect on its final yield. This means that if one
wants to develop an illustrating model of the different heat transfer fluid consequences on this system’s
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efficiency, it is recommended to divide it by its main features. Therefore, the carried out design of the
PowerCollector™model for this particular study consists of a three-model implementation dependent
on the results of each other, as described in the subsequent topics and also in the paper [12].

2.1. Optical Collector Model

One of the main CPVT features is the MaReCo™ technology, responsible for concentrating the
sunlight reflected in the concentrator in a limited area at the bottom of the solar panel. This area has
a huge influence on the amount of energy generated, so an important step to be taken is to develop
an optical collector model that determine the solar irradiance distribution throughout the day. In this
model, every technical specification of the system was taken into account and used in the program
SolTrace. The SolTrace is a ray tracing software tool where the panel’s tilt and exact location are two
parameters that need to be defined. Finally, the local day solar hour is also an important factor with
a great impact on the concentrated sunlight distribution. In addition to all of this, with the resulting
model, it is possible to observe a three-dimensional (3-D) representation of the modeled system with
the solar rays’ path for the imposed conditions (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. 3-D representation of the optical collector model in SolTrace.

2.2. Thermal Model

To acquire the hybrid system thermal component behavior, it is necessary to model the total
irradiance that reaches the PV modules, a procedure executed with COMSOL Multiphysics® [13].
Furthermore, regarding the highly non-uniform performance of the received concentrated sunlight
and according to all data acquired from the previously described model, the lower PV modules of the
simulated CPVT were divided into three sections of uniform irradiance and adjustable width (Figure 2).
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This model needs to address the entire thermal phenomena related to the heat transferred to the
fluid. Thus, it should be known that the thermal energy transmission between the receiving surfaces of
solar radiation, and the CPVT can be computed by the following equation [14],

ρCpu·∇T = ∇·(κ∇T) + Q (1)

where ρ is the solid density in kg/m3, Cp is the solid heat capacity at constant pressure in J/(kg·K), κ is
the solid thermal conductivity in W/(m·K), u is the fluid velocity field in m/s, Q is the heat source in
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W/m3, T is the collector’s temperature in K and q is the heat flux in W/m2. It is important to note that
Equation (1) describes the thermal conduction phenomena in a steady-state regime, which explains
how the HTF extracts all the accumulated heat in the PV panels. The fluid motion, on the other hand,
is mathematically depicted by both continuity and Navier–Stokes equations, which can be merged into
a single expression for the steady-state regime [15],

0 = ∇·
[
−pI + µ

(
∇u + (∇u)T

)
−

2
3
µ(∇u)I

]
+ F (2)

In the previous equation, µ is the fluid dynamic viscosity in Pa and p, the fluid pressure in Pa.
Additionally, for simplification purposes and considering low fluid velocity, it was defined as the fluid
flow as being laminar.

It is also important to include the collector’s heat transfer with the surrounding environment
through natural convection, a mechanism mathematically described as follows [13]:

− n·(−κ∇T) = h(Tamb − T) (3)

As it can be seen from Equation (3), the heat transfer coefficient, h, is a parameter that could be
estimated, with equation [14,15], {

h = 4V∞ + 5.6, V∞ < 5 m/s
h = 7.1V∞0.78, V∞ > 5 m/s

(4)

where V∞ is the wind speed in m/s.

2.3. Electric Model

The calculation of the collector’s electrical performance is purely based on mathematical equations
derived from the 3 parameters and 1 diode model (1M3P), a simplified model in which the non-linear
solar cell’s, I–V (current–voltage) characteristic can be both obtained and explained with an equivalent
electric circuit. Regarding this curve, it is possible to underscore the current and voltage values for
which the peak power (IMP and UMP, respectively) is obtained; this basically consists of ascertaining
the point where the power produced by the cell is maximum (MPP). This point changes value with
atmospheric conditions, such as irradiance and temperature. The method used by the 1M3P model to
acknowledge this issue is based on the definition of several parameters, whose value depends on these
two meteorological characteristics. Both IMP and UMP are then computed using these same quantities,
resulting in peak power values also variable with irradiance and ambient temperature [16],

P = UMP·IMP (5)

Given that MPP represents the operating point where the PowerCollector™ should always be
working on, the previous equation represents the desired value for the electric power generated.
The required irradiance and temperature values to compute it were obtained from the previously
mentioned thermal and optical collector models.

2.3.1. Influence of the Temperature

Solar cells become less efficient with the temperature increases, an effect that has repercussions on
the electricity generation of the system. In the 1M3P model, one of the main parameters that is affected
by the temperature is the thermal voltage (VT), a value used for most of the remaining quantities’
computation [16],

VT =
KT
q

(6)
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and whose equation shows a variation with the Boltzmann constant, K, which is 1.38 × 10−23 J/K,
the cell’s temperature, T in K, and the electron charge, q, of 1.6 × 10−19 C. Nevertheless, when it comes
to the electrical influence of the photovoltaic cell’s temperature, the diode’s reverse saturation current
(I0) also plays an important role [16],

I0 = Ir
0

( T
Tr

)3
exp

[
ε·NS

m

(
1

Vr
T
−

1
VT

)]
(7)

In the previous equation, the upper index r represents a standard test condition (STC) parameter,
ε is the band gap (1.12 eV for silicon), m is the diode’s ideality factor and NS is the number of cells
in series.

2.3.2. The Influence of the Irradiance

In a solar cell, it is possible to observe an increase in the generated electrical power with increases
of solar radiation. The short-circuit current (ISC) is the parameter that describes this effect on the cell’s
performance with the following equation [16],

Isc =
G
Gr Ir

sc (8)

where G is the irradiance reaching the solar cells in W/m2.

2.3.3. Constant Parameter and Final Computations

There is also another important parameter that does not depend on any atmospheric condition,
the diode’s ideality factor (m). Its calculation requires the use of only the values given in the manufacturer
datasheet, as it can be seen from Equation [16].

m =
Ur

MP −Ur
oc

Vr
T ln

(
1−

Ir
MP
Ir
sc

) (9)

Once all these calculations are concluded, it is possible to achieve the IMP and UMP with the use of
the following pair of equations, which are solved iteratively [16]:

U(k+1)
MP = mVT ln

 Isc
I0
+1

Uk
MP

mVT
+1


IMP = Isc − I0

(
e

UMP
mVT − 1

) (10)

As the UMP equation is non-linear, its resolution should be done with an iterative method where
Ur

MP is the reference value.

3. Simulation Model Validation

To validate the developed model, a set of experiments were performed on a PowerCollector™
installed on the Taguspark terrace. The main goal of the experimental tests was to measure the CPVT’s
electrical performance throughout a summer day in which the PV modules were either cooled or
non-cooled. The comparison between all the obtained data and the respective results predicted by the
model will determine how well this same model can depict an actual PowerCollector™ setup.

In this case, besides the CPVT location, there are also some other parameters that must be carefully
chosen to get the best performance of the photovoltaic system. The collector’s orientation and the
solar panel’s tilt, for instance, are two parameters with a huge importance that affect the system
efficiency crucially. In Portugal, considering the results of some studies carried out over the years, solar
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panels facing south is the most common alternative used and, based on this, the chosen orientation
for the future setup was also south. Furthermore, to choose the best tilt for the desired configuration,
an in-depth study of the absorbed solar power variation with this parameter was estimated for every
month of the year. With all the obtained data, an attempt was made to choose a value at which the
concentration effect is boosted throughout the year and, after some analysis, that value was found to
be 15.6◦.

For the thermal installation, a pipe with a water flow of 0.5 m3/h was connected to one of the
system sides, whereas the other half received the cooling fluid through a connecting thermal fitting.
In relation to the electrical installation [7] the two sides were connected in series and the output current
and voltage were measured using an ammeter and multimeter, respectively. The connection between
the collector and the grid was done with a maximum power point tracker (MPPT), a device responsible
for the desired MPP operation. Moreover, a pyranometer and a temperature sensor were also used on
the experiments to measure the actual irradiance reaching the upper PV modules and the ambient
temperature, respectively.

With this setup (Figure 3), two experimental tests were done in an alternating manner. On the
first one, voltage and current measurements were carried out on specific hours of the day without any
PV cell cooling. On the second one, however, an extra temperature sensor was used to measure the
output and input fluid’s temperature, meaning that in this case the same procedure was executed but
with the ACC™ technology also included.
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Experimental Results

From the acquired voltage and current values for each hour, the electrical power produced by
the panels were determined. A wattmeter included in the setup also registered the evolution of these
parameters throughout the entire experiment (Figure 4).
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As can be seen from Figure 4, at specific moments of the day, there are some abrupt changes in the
power generated. The reason for this is related to the HTF flow, which has a positive impact every
time it is incorporated in the system and a negative one when the fluid stops flowing through the
cooling tubes

Even though the concentration factor is less than 1, the results for both experimental tests, with and
without the cooling technology, are shown in Figure 5a,b. This figure shows the concentration effect
on the lower PV modules and also an improvement of the performance of the cell when they are
cooled down.
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The small difference between the fluid’s initial and final temperature should also be mentioned,
Figure 6, because that is only possible on a steady-state regime, simulated during the experiment to
obtain experimental results as close as possible to the predicted ones.
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As stated before, after the experimental tests, the same conditions were simulated using the
PowerCollector™model, so that all the results obtained could then be compared. As it can be seen
from Tables 1 and 2, the values for the parameters Plow, and Pup are relatively low.
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Table 1. Results obtained by the developed PowerCollector™model for the non-cooling experiment.

Hours
Model Results Error

Pup [W] Plow [W] Pup [%] Plow [%]

10:00 44.65 11.41 6.31 4.92
11:00 55.81 12.22 11.41 1.83
12:00 60.40 52.44 11.17 11.57
13:00 58.06 40.25 10.68 5.92
14:00 62.45 35.72 2.38 11.66
15:00 78.04 13.23 4.05 10.25
16:00 77.78 12.78 2.34 6.50

Table 2. Results obtained by the developed PowerCollector™model for the cooling experiment with
the new orientation value.

Hours
Model Results Error

Pup [W] Plow [W] ∆T [◦C] Pup [%] Plow [%]

10:00 58.51 18.0 1.40 0,88 14.29
11:00 72.25 47.23 1.83 1,76 12.45
12:00 75.55 68.33 2.56 7,87 12.02
13:00 76.87 73.65 1.77 9,56 13.31
14:00 104.81 54.18 2.08 13,92 12.88
15:00 100.34 25.44 1.66 7,89 10.61
16:00 101.79 13.89 1.44 9,45 15.75

Further conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of all these data. The slight differences
between the experimental and simulated results could be as a consequence of SolTrace inability to
compute the diffuse radiation reaching the solar panels. Nevertheless, according to the overall results,
the CPVT model could be considered validated.

4. Effects of Using Alternative Heat Transfer Fluids

After the operation analysis of the SOLARUS’ CPVT in the Taguspark terrace, the next step consists
of investigation the idea of using another heat-transfer fluid instead of water. The PowerCollector™
cooling system was originally designed to operate with water, which is a very common situation
for most solar thermal systems [17], it has also a high-heat capacity at a constant pressure (Cp) as
well as at a low cost. However, as the demand for CPVT systems increases, the enhancement of the
system performance becomes a very important subject to be studied. In order to achieve this goal,
one of the hypotheses currently under study is the use of nanofluids, as they have augmented thermal
conductivities and a Cp similar to the water, which means that their use is expected to be very beneficial
for both thermal and electrical efficiency of any CPVT system. However, they present some effects like
erosion and corrosion.

4.1. Global Efficiency

The first step to evaluate the nanofluids viability is related to the realization of simulations that
demonstrate the potential of these fluids in terms of CPVT efficiency. In [18], for instance, an Al2O3-water
nanofluid was simulated using a two-dimensional (2-D) model of a CPVT system similar to the
PowerCollector™ so that the thermal and electrical energy generated could be estimated. The obtained
results were then compared to the ones for the same system but with water as an HTF (Figure 7).
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Even though results show how the thermal conductivity for nanofluids can improve the electrical
energy generation (∆Efel ≈ 0.7%), the same cannot be said about the thermal efficiency that, in addition
to its value decrease, has a very small variation in comparison to the results of the water simulation
(∆Efth ≈ 0.05%). This can be explained with the small difference between the nanofluid’s heat
capacity at a constant pressure (approximately 4.212 kJ/kg/K) and the water Cp (approximately
4.22 kJ/kg/K). However, it should be noted that this decrease is less significant than the electrical
efficiency enhancement, which makes the system global efficiency slightly higher when a nanofluid is
used (∆Eftot ≈ 0.6%). Thus, with this study, it can be concluded that, in the long-run, a nanofluid-based
system is preferable to a water-based one. Nonetheless, there are also other factors that are worth
evaluating, like for example the deterioration of the tubes through which the nanofluid flows.

4.2. Corrosion and Erosion

In order to evaluate the corrosion effect on metal surfaces, such as the aluminum of the
PowerCollector™ cooling tubes, in [18–23] some experiments were carried out to determine which
factors have a greater influence on this metal degradation effect. In both studies, each nanofluid has
water as its base fluid, and the nanoparticles vary between Al2O3, TiO2, and SiC. In the particular
case of [18], all the aluminum sample targets used were exposed to similar operating conditions
(fluid flow between 5 and 6 m/s and temperature ranging from 20 ◦C to 25 ◦C) during a certain period
(2 to 3 weeks).

According to all the data provided in Table 3, the aluminum corrosion and erosion effects appear
to be rather complex, because there are completely different results for each of the particles that are
included in the nanofluids under study. These results suggest that, unlike what was to be expected,
the nanoparticles present in the nanofluid do not have a major influence in the aluminum erosion.
However, the nanofluid’s pH seems to be the key to understand the reason behind the results described
in Table 3. The aluminum, as a passive metal, has a very high corrosion resistance that results in
the formation of a natural protective oxide film immediately after the exposition to air or water [21].
Hence, provided that the pH of the fluid which is in contact with the aluminum is comprised between
this protective layer’s stability limits (approximately between 4 and 9), the degradation effects on this
metal will be minimized [22]. To prove this assumption, in [20] an experiment was carried on with the
nanofluid with a pH closer to the previously mentioned stability limits. The results show a significate
decrease in the erosion rate of the aluminum, which is 79.7 for the case of the nanofluid with the lowest
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pH and 264 for the initial situation described in [19]. Bearing in mind that the main deterioration
effects observed in the aluminum is the pitting corrosion when the fluid used on the PowerCollector™
is water [23], it can be stated that in any of the choices there will be some metal degradation effect and
depending on the nanofluid used there are either advantages in using nanofluids or not.

Table 3. Summary of the experimental results obtained for the aluminum sample targets [18].

Nanofluid Observed Results Description pH

Al2O3-9% High deterioration effect, with 182 µm decrease in thickness of the area
exposed to the fluid. 8.8

Al2O3-3% Very strong corrosion effect and a considerable decrease in the sample
targets thickness (263 µm). 8.6

TiO2-9% Damaging similar to the water. Incrustation of nanoparticles deposit. 7.3

SiC-3% No significant corrosion effects when compared to water. 5.9

5. Conclusions

The importance of studying the principle of operation of hybrid solar systems such as the
PowerCollector™ is based on the need to understand all its features and specifications before
considering any optimization. For this purpose, a model that portrays both the thermal and electrical
behavior of this system was developed and experimentally validated. Factors such as the PV modules’
tilt and orientation show a very visible effect on the amount of concentrated sunlight, which in turn
proves the importance of a previous study about all the possible options for any photovoltaic setup.
In the case of the one installed on the Taguspark terrace, it could be concluded that the tilt which
would boost the amount of electric power throughout the year would be 15º. As for the cooling system
of the PowerCollector™, comparing the obtained results for both sets of measurements (with and
without the cooling technology), the advantages of including this feature are clear, since that under
the conditions studied, there always seems to be a difference of about 20 W for the generated electric
power. The chosen fluid to do all these experiments was water, the heat-transfer fluid for which the
PowerCollector™ cooling system was originally designed to operate with. The feasibility evaluation,
in terms of energy conversion efficiencies, of using other fluids other than water in a CPVT system
was then included. Initially, an Al2O3-water nanofluid showed an improvement in electrical and total
efficiencies, whereas the thermal efficiency slightly decreases. This demonstrates an overall efficiency
enhancement in the long-run. Further studies were considered to analyze possible corrosion and
erosion effects on aluminum, the PowerCollector™ cooling tubes material, due to the use of several
nanofluids. A careful analysis of the data showed that the main cause for the deterioration of this
metal is due to chemical corrosion caused by the fluid’s pH rather than mechanical erosion by the
nanofluid’s solid particles. All in all, it can be concluded that it is possible to use a nanofluid in the
PowerCollector™ and obtain better efficiency results instead of water. However, before any decision,
there must be a previous investigation to understand which advantages and disadvantages each
possible nanofluid [24] might bring.
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Nomenclature

P Density kg/m3

Cp Heat capacity J/(kg·K)
ε Band Gap eV
G Irradiance W/m2

H Heat transfer
IM Current maximum peak power A
ISC Short-circuit current A
K Boltzmann constant J/K
M Diode ideal factor ——–
NS Number of cells in series ——–
P Fluid pressure Pa
Q Heat source W/m3

q Heat flux W/m2

q Electron charge C
T Temperature K
U Fluid velocity m/s
UMP Voltage maximum peak power V
V∞ Wind speed m/s
VT Thermal voltage V
κ Thermal conductivity W/(m·K)
M Fluid viscosity Pa
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